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Overview:

     - extraction ("data mining") of MHD modes from 
              pre-existing Mirnov data

     - results from individual devices, pyfusion

     - future: Bayesian network analysis to improve 
                 understanding of physics

Collaborators:
    B. Blackwell, E. Ascasibar, S. Yamamoto, K. Nagasaki, J. 
Harris, TJ-II, HJ and H-1 teams



Why take a data mining approach?

- Basic assumption: information about many modes is present 
within existing databases 

- Databases are large, need scaleable methods to extract 
information -> data mining

- Mirnov coil arrays are generally always on and have piggy-
back signals for a lot of historical data on many machines

- allows for broader, less focussed treatment of whole 
datasets, which may complement more selectively populated 
MHD database: i.e. high beta MHD database (Sakakibara)



Many shots...
Scalable process
pyfusion.googlecode.com



How many clusters?

Number of clusters

Bayesian Information Criterion 
(BIC)

B
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(for the case of a normal 
distribution)

n = number of data points
k = number of parameters
RSS = residual sum of squares
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TJ-II example: ~200 shots breaking up into 3 clusters
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Example from TJ-II cluster tree



Distinguishing clusters: the Kullback–Leibler distance

μ = mean
Σ = covariance 
      matrix



Heliotron J: ~3000 shot dataset

38 shots
m = 4

68 shots
m = 3

54 shots
m = -2

64 shots
m = -4, -5



PyFusion code

pyfusion.googlecode.com

> open source (GNU Public License)
> written in python => cross-platform (linux/unix, mac, win)
> already working for:

 MDSPlus (H-1)
TJ-II
Heliotron-J

> simple to write interface to other devices (given C or 
FORTRAN libs)
> using pyfusion, the data mining preprocessing and 
clustering can be done in ~10 lines of code



Proposal: A Broader MHD database

phase 1: Use data mining method to generate MHD database from 
existing Mirnov data:

*  separate databases for different devices
*  common columns where possible: shot, time, mode ampl.
* many columns will depend on which diagnostics available on 

device
* other possible columns: chirp rate, global/local, mode 

duration, pol. rotation & rotation direction w.r.t. ion diamagnetic
* can help populate more selective databases (e.g. high beta)

phase 2: 
* Bayesian network analyis of databases
* look for causal relations between parameters -> modes










